Agenda

Please check back regularly for updates

9:00-10:05 am  Welcome and Keynote Speaker Michael Sorrell

10:05 – 10:20 am  Q/A with Michael Sorrell

10:30 – 11:30 am  Systems Check: Choose one to attend and access the rest later in our recording library

Butler Tech’s CTE Lottery System - During the 2021-2022 school year, BT revamped their secondary admissions process to a lottery system to remove systematic barriers that applicants were facing during the CTE selection process. No interviews, no problem! We will share the process, the implementation, and what we have learned from year one.

Butler Tech’s Fifth Day Experience – Imagine if students could select how to manage their Friday school schedule? For the past three years, BT Campus students have selected from work experiences, college visits, industry tours, obtaining industry credentials, academic/lab intervention, drivers’ education, and even mental health days on Fridays without losing instructional time from the school year. Learn how Fifth Day Experience is changing the world of education.

Focus on Teaching and Learning – The Implementation of Instructional Coaches in CTE - Explore our instructional coaching model, Butler Tech’s Core 4, and the AIC protocol that create press and support for lab and academic teachers. See how we turn curriculum days into active coaching sessions.

Showcases through Student Voice - For the past two years, every campus student has showcased their work to an authentic audience of family members, community leaders, business partners, and global audiences. This is not your typical academic night, but an interactive evening rooted in our four strands of Student Voice: Content, Culture, Socioemotional Learning, and Metacognition.
Blurring the Lines Between Adult Education and Secondary: Check out how Butler Tech is meeting the needs of both adult and secondary learners through innovative programming, shared resources, and new pilot programs.

11:30-1 pm  Lunch/Work Break

1-2 pm  Lead from Where You Are: Join a Butler Tech employee by their job title and we will share how we are removing IAED barriers within our job description. Facilitators will share for 15 minutes and attendees will have time to share their ideas and innovations.

- Superintendent: Internet for All
- CFO/Treasurer: Funding Innovation
- Workforce Services: Business Partnerships
- Assistant Superintendent: Programming and moving beyond COVID
- Adult Education: Addressing IAED in Adult Education
- Business and Operations: Using Students in building design and building innovations
- Director of Technology: Meeting the needs of today’s students and program requirements
- Human Resources: Recruiting/retaining a diverse workforce and the BT interview process.
- Public Relations: Implementing a student ambassador program
- Marketing
- Recruitment and Retention: Lottery follow up
- Student Services: Servicing Special needs students in CTE
- Data and State Reporting: Learn how BT utilizes QuickBase
- Professional Development: Changing from sit and get to full district interaction
- Instructional Coaching and Curriculum Support
- Campus Principals
- Satellite/Associate School Supervisors
- Teachers

2:15-3pm  Iron Sharpens Iron: Dive into a Business Partnership Session or Explore a BT Innovation

Business Sponsors Workshops

- Business get to give 10 mins of product exploration and will then act as a collective thought leader for the attendee

Butler Tech Exploration (45-minute workshop)
**Project Life and Search** - Dive into Butler Tech Transition Programs that have been replicated across the U.S. and Canada. Students serve as interns at local businesses, run in school businesses, and develop job skills to live an independent and dignified life.

**Career and Technical Student Organization as Agents of Change:** Learn how JEE Food started as student competition and became a high school student-powered nonprofit organization striving to end both hunger and poverty through food rescue.

**District Leadership Team in IAED:** Join Butler Tech’s journey implementing a DLT with an IAED focus across our campuses and 11 associate schools.

**Proctor and Gamble Partnership** - Learn how BT is creating a research and development pipeline with a global partner. Learn how we hosted a P&G Job Fair for students and created a mentoring program with divisions of P&G

**Career Lab** - Take a virtual tour of Butler Tech’s Career lab that welcome every 8th grade student in Butler County.

**Work Based Learning: Beyond Internships** - Ohio is requiring 250 hours of WBL for all students. Learn how BT is implementing this mandate and structuring how to report WBL.

**10th Grade Academy** - Building a pipeline into our JR/SR Programs. We turn away hundreds of students every year to the 10th Grade Academy. Learn how this sophomore level exploration jump starts students’ careers and how we organize a school within a school.

**School of the Arts** - How does a school of the arts get into CTE? Explore BT’s innovation in programming to meet the needs of the growing arts community.

**Natural Science Center** – In 2022, Butler Tech will open a multimillion-dollar facility that is cutting edge. Learn how students were used in the building process as collective thought leaders and the innovative programs that will be housed in it.

**Bioscience Center** - This unique building is designed specifically for student interaction at every turn. Learn how the design and utilization of the building has forced us to double in program size and explore our bioscience partnerships

3 – 3:30 pm **Closing Session**
ACTE Wrap up and NAPE: What is NAPE and how can you get involved?

3:30 - 4:30 pm Virtual Check in with IAED Mentor/Happy Hour